Scheduling Worksheet: JUNIORS (Rising Seniors)

Your Name: _____________________________

Directions: Please draft out schedule requests below. You can check the Menlo website for full course descriptions.

1. **ENGLISH** elective preferences (four years required to graduate):

   **FALL:**
   - 1st choice: __________________________
   - 2nd choice: __________________________
   - 3rd choice: __________________________

   **SPRING:**
   - 1st choice: __________________________
   - 2nd choice: __________________________
   - 3rd choice: __________________________

2. **HISTORY ELECTIVE** (three years required to graduate):

   **FALL:**
   - 1st choice: __________________________
   - 2nd choice: __________________________
   - 3rd choice: __________________________

   **SPRING:**
   - 1st choice: __________________________
   - 2nd choice: __________________________
   - 3rd choice: __________________________

3. **MATH** (three years required to graduate):

   Math choice: __________________________
   Math choice: __________________________

4. **SCIENCE** (three years required to graduate — Physics, Chemistry and Biology):

   Science choice: __________________________
   Science choice: __________________________

5. **WORLD LANGUAGE** (two years required, up through 3rd level, to graduate):

   World Language choice: __________________________

6. **CREATIVE ARTS** (Freshman Rotation plus one full year required to graduate):

   Creative Arts choice: __________________________

7. **OTHER ELECTIVES**:

   Elective choice: __________________________

8. **PE**: Have you met the P.E. requirement of Freshman Rotation plus three units?

   If yes, list what you have done: __________________________

   If no, how will you complete it? __________________________